Introduction
Understanding the engineering design process from a cognitive perspective is highly valuable. The insights gained can shed light on ways to be more efficient and successful as design engineers, as well as to inform the building of computational tools to aid engineers during the design process. Most of the designs that happen in the industry today cannot be accomplished by a single designer. The increasing complexity of the products demanded by customers and the inability of any one design engineer to be an expert in all necessary fields require that a team of designers be engaged ͓1͔. Thus, understanding the effects of external influences on the cognitive mechanisms employed by members of design teams is critical to understanding and improving the engineering design process.
The effective performance of engineering design teams has been shown to be correlated with successful product development ͓2͔. The work presented in this study does not consider such factors as personality dynamics among design team members on problem solving. Here, the groups were randomly assigned to conditions, resulting in a uniform distribution of such factors. Instead, this study is concerned with controllable external conditions that could stimulate or inhibit the production of better solutions in more efficient ways by any team of design engineers. The key question to be answered is: "How is the convergence and quality of solutions produced by groups of engineering designers affected by the information they are initially given and, more specifically, by a poor example and good example solution?" Here, convergence refers to the process of reaching alignment around a common understanding of the design problem and/or its solution͑s͒ among the members of an engineering design team. The study of how designers, working both individually and in teams, respond to the introduction of information beyond the design problem statement has been pursued from a variety of perspectives. Work has been done to understand how the introduction of analogies affects the ideation process and outcomes ͓3-6͔, with some studies specifically examining how the introduction of analogies with different levels of applicability to the design problem affect individual designers ͓7,8͔. It has been shown that when designers have "open goals" ͑i.e., unsolved problems͒ in mind when exposed to information that could be relevant to the design problem, those open goals can aid problem solving ͓9,10͔; this open goal effect is achieved by giving designers supplemental valuable information or hints consisting of distant or unobvious information, only after solving has already begun. Tseng et al. found that giving individuals information that was analogous but distantly related to the design problem caused them to produce more solutions with a wider range of solution types and a higher level of novelty when open goals existed; in the absence of open goals ͑i.e., prior to the introduction of the problem to be solved͒, highly similar analogous information was more easily applied than distantly related analogous information ͓8͔. A potential negative effect of introducing analogical information or examples that has been extensively explored is design fixation ͓11-14͔, or the "blind adherence to a set of ideas or concepts limiting the output of conceptual design" ͓11͔. Jansson and Smith showed that introducing examples can cause designers to generate solutions that mimic the examples to the point of violating the design problem objectives ͓11͔. Ward and co-workers showed that designers included aspects of examples in their solutions, even when explicitly told not to, implying that they have little control over the degree to which they are influenced by examples they see ͓15,16͔.
A number of studies have shown that team coherence and convergence on a common representation of the problem, goals, and/or solution are correlated with better design performance ͓17,18͔. This finding holds true for long-term team design work. Initially, fast team convergence on a solution may have a negative influence by limiting the range of possible solutions examined. The complex interplay of team convergence, quality of the design solution produced, and time is one of the main issues addressed in this study. In order to track the "thought worlds" ͓19͔ of engineering design groups, Dong et al. gathered documentation from design groups over an extended period of time, including emails, reports, personal journals, and memos ͓18͔. These texts were then analyzed using latent semantic analysis ͑LSA͒, a computational tool that extracts contextual meaning from documents through sta-tistical computations ͓20-24͔. In order to track how close the designers' points of view were to one another at four different times during the study, the metric of level of semantic convergence was computed using cosine similarity on the resulting LSA matrix. A method similar to that used by Dong et al. is employed in this study, but it is applied over a much shorter period of time ͑minutes instead of months͒ and with limited text information ͑paragraphs instead of volumes͒. LSA spaces created with a small corpus of information ͑similar to the size used in this study͒ have been shown to produce positive results ͓25͔. One contribution of this study will be to use the "thought tracking" method of Dong et al. to investigate how supplementary information affects groups and their convergence, extending the technique to shorter time periods and with limited records of the event ͑i.e., shorter and fewer numbers of documents͒. Our decision to use LSA to extract similarity between documents and measure group convergence is based on the fact that it has been used effectively in prior work to study similar phenomena ͓18͔. Alternative methods to LSA include latent Dirichlet allocation ͑LDA͒, which uses a generative model based on Bayesian statistics ͓26͔.
Most importantly, we seek to understand how convergence of teams is affected by the quality of the example solutions they view at the start of problem solving. Because example type influences the individual problem solver ͓8͔, we seek to understand whether and how example quality will affect the overall team convergence, i.e., the uniformity of representation of the current best solution. This is important because team convergence is an indicator of the degree to which team members are aligned in their understanding of the problem being solved ͓21͔, and the speed of team convergence is a central issue addressed by the technique of brainstorming. Using a design problem with multiple criteria for success, we studied teams through a formal cognitive experiment that introduced a poor example, a good example, or no example at the start of problem solving. Throughout the task, team participants collaboratively solving the problem provided written accounts of their individual representations of their "current best solution or solution approach." Using LSA to analyze the writings, we sought to understand how teams converge on a common solution and how this convergence is affected by the information they are initially given. This work is an initial exploration of group design that attempts to expand knowledge about the properties of design team convergence and how it is influenced.
Experimental Method
2.1 Experiment Overview. The purpose of the experiment was to gain an understanding of how teams converge and cohere during the design problem solving process, as influenced by supplementary information given at the outset of problem solving. The independent variable was the type of supplementary information that was given to the participants using three different conditions-a good example solution to the design problem, a poor example solution to the design problem, or no example solution as the control condition. The dependent variables were the resulting level of semantic convergence as measured by LSA and the quality of the final design solutions that were produced by the groups. The researchers controlled the scholastic background ͑me-chanical engineering͒ and level ͑senior undergraduate͒ of the participants, the degree to which each pre-established team had worked together, the amount of time to solve the design problem, the amount of time to record written accounts, the tools and facilities provided, and the compensation for participation. This experiment focused on the influence of different types of external information on team convergence to a final design solution and on the quality of the final design solution.
It was hypothesized that exposure to the poor example would suppress convergence and have a negative effect on final design solution quality. The thinking behind this was that the poor example would potentially cause disagreement among group members about the constraints and customer needs, and thereby lower their coherence as a group and their convergence on a final design solution. The negative characteristics of the poor example were predicted to influence the teams to include similar features in their designs. It was additionally hypothesized that exposure to the good example would cause convergence to increase and would have a positive effect on the final design solution quality. The thinking behind this was that the teams would potentially accept and perhaps mimic the good example, leading to high convergence throughout the design process and on a final design solution, as well as to high quality solutions. It is important to note that this work was approached and performed as exploratory work into the mechanisms involved in group design, how groups converge during design, and their output as a group.
2.2 Participants. This experiment was conducted at Carnegie Mellon University. Ninety-two senior undergraduate mechanical engineering students participated in the design study for 1 h in groups of three to four students at a time. The students participated in teams that were predetermined according to the engineering design course in which they were enrolled, meaning that all of the teams had similar levels of familiarity and experience in working together to solve engineering design problems. Three conditions were imposed by giving different information in the instructions: the control condition, with eight groups; the poor example condition, with eight groups; and the good example condition, with seven groups. The groups were randomly assigned to one of the three conditions in the experiment. Although the sample size of groups was necessarily limited compared with the size of the overall participant pool, this is compensated for by the fact that each individual participant contributed data to the overall study.
Materials and Design.
Each group was given two physical spaces in which to work, one for group solving that was equipped with pens, pencils, blank pages of paper and a voice recorder, and one for individual writing that was equipped with one laptop per participant spaced about 2 ft apart. These precautions were taken to keep the participants from sharing ideas during the writing sessions and to ensure that the written accounts were an accurate snapshot of each individual's perspective alone, rather than a shared team perspective. This allowed for a more realistic and unbiased interpretation of the team's level of convergence around the current best solution during the design process.
Control Groups.
The control group was given only the design problem statement, as follows.
Design problem: Device to shell peanuts. In places like Haiti and certain West African countries, peanuts are a significant crop. Most peanut farmers shell their peanuts by hand, an inefficient and labor-intensive process. Our goal is to build a low-cost, easy to manufacture peanut sheller targeted at individuals and small cooperatives that will increase the productivity of the peanut farmers. Further, this peanut sheller should be manufacturable with materials that are readily available in the target communities. Our target throughput is approximately 50 kg/h ͑110 lbs/h͒.
Customer needs.
• Must remove the shell with minimal damage to the peanuts.
• Electrical outlets are not available as a power source.
• A large quantity of peanuts must be quickly shelled.
• Low cost.
• Easy to manufacture.
The design problem chosen for this study was used previously by Linsey et al. to study design teams and collaboration ͓27͔. The problem, explained in further detail in the next section, was to design a device to shell peanuts ͓28͔. This problem was chosen for its high level of engineering content and for its relevance to the important issues of poverty, hunger, development, and sustainability. Some solutions to this problem currently exist, including the "full belly sheller" ͓29͔, which will be discussed later, and the "low-cost peanut sheller" ͓30͔, which was developed at MIT.
Poor Example
Groups. Participants in the poor example condition were additionally shown a poor example solution to the given design problem, as seen in Fig. 1 . The poor example in this study was used first by Linsey et al. to measure the effect of a poor example on individual ideation ͓31͔; this example is considered poor because it uses an unsustainable and expensive energy source and is inefficient, not portable, and expensive and infeasible to manufacture.
Good Example Groups.
Participants in the good example condition were shown a good example solution, as seen in Fig. 2 , in addition to the design problem statement. This example is considered good because it uses the sustainable and readily available energy source of human power, and is simple and cheap to manufacture, portable, and relatively efficient. The sketches in Figs. 1 and 2 were intended to be of equal rendering quality.
2.4 Procedure. The participants were first asked to sign consent forms, and then each participant was given her/his own set of instructions. The instructions were read aloud to the participants, after which they were given a few extra minutes to read them silently. In addition to and integrated into the instructions, the poor example condition was given the example solution shown in Fig. 1 , and the good example condition was given the example solution shown in Fig. 2 . The participants were told that the group within the study that produced the best design would be awarded a $50 gift certificate to a local restaurant as an incentive to take the task seriously and do their best work. They were informed of the overall schedule of the experiment, specifically that there were 30 min total to create a design solution to the given problem as a group. The 30 min were divided into three discrete 10 min group solving sessions, between which they would be asked to write a short paragraph individually on the laptops provided. For the collaborative design problem solving, they were told to use the provided blank pages to record their work and solution, which should include a sketch, labels of major elements, and a one to two sentence description of how the design works. They were not allowed to speak to one another during the reading of the instructions in order to avoid starting the collaborative design problem solving before an initial individual written account had been gathered from each of them. The initial written account was obtained before any collaboration began to serve as a benchmark of each participant's uninfluenced state, and used later to inform the metric of level of semantic convergence ͑used to measure team convergence͒ by tracking individuals and their influence on one another through the design process. Participants were then asked to choose the laptop that they would use throughout the study and individually spend 5 min answering the following prompt:
In your own words, without consulting the instructions sheet or any other materials, please describe your current approach to a solution or your current best solution and how it works in three to five sentences. The participants received a 1 min warning before the 5 min had elapsed, as they did with all other timed portions of the study in order to avoid incomplete sentences, thoughts, and/or designs. They then moved to the solving space and began interactively solving the design problem as a group for 10 min. After the first 10 min solving session, they returned to the laptops to individually answer the following prompt:
At this point in your solving, please describe your current best solution or solution approach and how it works in three to five sentences. Please use your own words, without consulting the instructions sheet or any other materials. The participants were asked not to consult the instructions or any other materials to avoid copying of the design problem, con- straints, example solutions, or notes from other members of the group and to encourage producing an account of their own individual solution ideas at that point in time. The participants then solved the design problem as a group for a second 10 min period, after which they answered the same prompt as shown above. After a third 10 min group solving session, the participants answered the same prompt for a final fourth time. They were then given 5 min to write and sketch, by hand, one final design solution as a group in the group solving space. The final design solution was requested as a single collaborative submission in order to emphasize the importance of the group attempting to come to a consensus during the design process and to avoid any ambiguity in analysis that would result from multiple accounts of the final design solution. A pilot study was run prior to the experiment with three small teams of two students to verify that three 10 min solving sessions were sufficient to develop a solution and that 5 min of individual typing on a laptop was sufficient to capture the preceding 10 min of problem solving. Figure 3 is a pictorial explanation of the timeline of events. Participants then returned all materials, including the instructions and the final group design. Each participant was awarded $10 as compensation for their effort and time. The two levels of compensation served separate goals. The $10 compensation was to motivate the students to participate in the first place, since participation was voluntary. The $50 gift certificate promised to the team that produced the best solution was intended to motivate the students to do their best work and remain engaged in the task throughout the experiment. 
Analysis and Results

Analysis Method.
The texts collected during the four writing sessions from each participant in all three conditions, in addition to the instruction texts and the texts from the final group designs, were used to create a custom LSA space. The average document size for each individual writing session was 104 words. LSA is initiated by forming a word-by-document matrix, where the columns represent the individual text passages, the rows represent the words that appear in the documents, and the cells are populated by a tally of the number of times each word appears in each document. Next, an "entropy weighting" step was performed, which is a two-part transformation on the word-bydocument matrix that gives a more accurate weighting of the word-type occurrences based on their inferred importance in the passages. Then, singular value decomposition ͑SVD͒ is performed on the transformed matrix, resulting in three matrices ͑U, S, and V͒. By multiplying S and the transpose of V, and using cosine similarity, a matrix of document-to-document coherence values, or levels of semantic convergence, is produced. These values range from Ϫ1 to 1, where Ϫ1 signifies a perfect negative correlation, 1 signifies a perfect positive correlation, and 0 signifies that there is no correlation. Thus, if two documents were exactly the same, a value of 1 would be produced for cosine similarity ͓24͔. The LSA space was created using the union of all words in all documents. The dimensionality of the LSA space was chosen to be 366, the total number of documents used to create the space. Though this is a relatively small number of texts to comprise the corpus used to create the LSA space, as compared with traditional LSA procedures, spaces created with a small corpus ͑similar to the size used here͒ have been shown to produce positive results nonetheless ͓25͔. Successful LSA evaluation of this space would enable its use in short design sessions, such as the ones included in this study. The texts were compared with each other using this LSA space, which created a specific context in which the words within the texts relate to one another. The code to process the documents into the word-by-document matrix was implemented in PERL, a language appropriate for handling text, and the entropy weighting, SVD, and cosine similarity operations were performed using MATLAB.
Team Convergence Assessment.
The texts from participants in one group during a single writing session were compared with one another using LSA, and an average of all of the pairwise comparisons was taken to generate an average level of semantic convergence for the group at that point in time. The level of semantic convergence is an indicator of how similar the descriptions of their current state of the design solution are. This analysis was performed on all of the groups in all conditions for all writing sessions. An illustration of the average of the pairwise comparisons for one group of four participants at the time of each writing session is shown in Fig. 4 . Each arrow between two participants represents a pairwise comparison that was made. The six bars below represent the six comparisons that were made, which were averaged for each of the four writing session times, corresponding to the four columns.
As can be seen in Fig. 5 , the average level of semantic conver-2 The $50 gift certificate was awarded randomly, and the overall best design was not intended to be assessed. Transactions of the ASME gence within the groups increased as solving progressed. Due to inhomogeneous variances indicated by Levene's test ͑F = 2.661, p Ͻ 0.007͒, a two-way analysis of variance ͑ANOVA͒ to examine the effects of the two independent variables could not be run without violating assumptions. Instead, two Kruskall-Wallis nonparametric one-way ANOVAs ͑␣ = 0.05͒ were run, which showed that the independent variables of introducing example solutions ͑p Ͻ 0.049͒ and time ͑p Ͻ 0.001͒ were correlated with significant effects on the level of semantic convergence. These results validate the fact that the introduction of example solutions had a significant effect on the level of semantic convergence and that the level of semantic convergence within the team significantly changed over time.
A repeated measures ANOVA ͑␣ = 0.05͒ examining the good example condition showed that the Љbetween writing sessionsЉ effect was signifcant ͑F = 3.525, p Ͻ 0.031͒, meaning that the overall effect of time as measured by the four writing sessions had a significant effect on the level of semantic convergence. The least significant difference ͑LSD͒ post hoc comparisons showed a significant increase in the level of semantic convergence between the first ͑M = 0.449͒ and fourth ͑M = 0.542͒ writing sessions ͑p Ͻ 0.005͒. All other pairwise comparisons between the writing sessions were found to be insignificant for the good example condition, including the apparent dip in the level of convergence between writing sessions 2 and 3.
The control condition repeated measures ANOVA ͑␣ = 0.05͒ showed that the Љbetween writing sessionsЉ effect was significant ͑F = 4.312, p Ͻ 0.014͒, meaning that the overall effect of time as measured by the four writing sessions had a significant effect on the level of semantic convergence. The LSD post hoc comparisons showed a significant difference in the level of semantic convergence when comparing writing session 1 ͑M = 0.458͒ with writing session 2 ͑M = 0.515, p Ͻ 0.047͒, writing session 1 with writing session 3 ͑M = 0.539, p Ͻ 0.007͒, and writing session 1 with writing session 4 ͑M = 0.547, p Ͻ 0.004͒. Qualitatively analyzing Fig. 5 , even though the increase in convergence was only marginally significant, the poor example condition seems to be nearly parallel to the other two conditions over all sessions, with the major difference being that it started at a lower level. In essence, the teams in the poor example condition were handicapped by their initial exposure to the poor example, causing them to be at an overall lower level of semantic convergence through the duration of the group solving.
The repeated measures ANOVA ͑␣ = 0.05͒ for the poor example condition alone showed that the general Љbetween writing sessionЉ effect was insignificant ͑F = 1.411, p = 0.260͒; this means that the overall effect of time, as measured by the four different writing sessions, on the level of semantic convergence was insignificant. However, LSD post hoc comparisons indicated that the poor example condition marginally significantly increased in average level of semantic convergence over time ͑p = 0.055͒ when comparing the first writing session ͑M = 0.423͒ to the fourth writing session ͑M = 0.507͒. All other pairwise comparisons between the writing sessions were found to be insignificant for the poor example condition. Figure 6 shows examples of pairs of documents from the writing sessions with low convergence and high convergence. The convergence was measured by comparing all six pairs of documents from the writing sessions.
Another comparison made was that of all of the individual writing session texts from each writing session to the corresponding group's single final design solution text, an illustration of which is shown in Fig. 7 . This comparison can be thought of as tracking the group's averaged collective convergence to their final consensus.
From Fig. 8 , it is clear that the groups converged to their respective final design solution over time, with the good example and control conditions having higher overall levels of semantic convergence than the poor example condition. A two-way ANOVA ͑␣ = 0.05͒ was run, which confirmed that the effect of the type of example solution introduced ͑F = 3.533, p Ͻ 0.035͒ and the effect of time ͑F = 6.237, p Ͻ 0.002͒ on the average level of semantic convergence to the final design solution description text were both significant. The interaction of the two independent variables was not significant. Looking more closely using LSD post hoc comparisons, the poor example condition effect ͑M = 0.378͒ was found to be significantly different from both the good example condition ͑p Ͻ 0.040͒ and the control condition ͑p Ͻ 0.018͒. The good example condition ͑M = 0.434͒ and the control condition ͑M = 0.442͒ did not produce significantly different effects on the level of semantic convergence to the final design solution. This is an important result, as it shows that the introduction of a poor example solution has a strong suppressive effect on convergence to a final design, while a good example solution has a neutral effect on convergence to a final design.
An additional comparison was made between each individual's first writing session text and the design problem text, and averaged for each group, to attempt to gauge if the starting points were significantly different from the representation of the design problem that was initially given in the design problem statement. A one-way ANOVA ͑␣ = 0.05͒ indicated that the overall between condition effects were not significant ͑F = 2.078, p = 0.151͒, and the LSD post hoc comparisons showed a marginally significant difference ͑p = 0.055͒ only between the poor example condition ͑M = 0.415͒ and the control condition ͑M = 0.445͒. The other two pairwise comparisons to the good example condition ͑M = 0.430͒ were statistically insignificant.
Final Design Quality Assessment.
The 23 final designs, one for each group ͑eight each for the control and poor example conditions and seven for the good example condition͒, were evaluated using a decision matrix, or Pugh chart, with the "full belly peanut sheller" as the comparison solution ͓29͔. The full belly peanut sheller, an existing actual solution to the real world problem, also served as the inspiration for the good example solution used in the study, and thus the comparison of designs from the good example condition to the full belly peanut sheller as the datum could be biased by the similarity of the solutions, potentially stemming from fixation effects. Keeping this effect in mind for discussion later, the designs were evaluated by a mechanical engineering doctoral student with experience in the field of engineering design. The attributes on which the designs were evaluated were created using the customer needs and engineering requirements presented to the participants in the instructions and are as follows: Specific ranges of values and criteria for rating a design for each attribute were defined on a scale from Ϫ2 to +2, with zero being on par with the datum solution, Ϫ2 being much worse, and +2 being much better. In order to test the reliability of the evaluation performed by the experimenter, a second mechanical engineering doctoral student with experience in the field of engineering design evaluated 25% of the designs. Inter-rater agreement 3 between the two experimenters on that 25% was found to be 89.6%, which is an acceptable level to judge the quality of the evaluations as legitimate and unbiased. Noting that the y-axis shows negative quality scores, the length of the bars in Fig. 9 can Transactions of the ASME be thought of as the degree of poor quality of the final designs. The graph shows that the good example condition had the best ͑least negative͒ average quality rating ͑M = −0.142͒, which was significantly different from both the control condition ͑M = −2.75, p Ͻ 0.035͒ and the poor example condition ͑M = −4.25, p Ͻ 0.003͒ based on the LSD post hoc comparisons of a one-way ANOVA ͑F = 6.528, p Ͻ 0.008͒. The control and poor example conditions did not lead to significantly different quality ratings of the final designs produced ͑p = 0.188͒. In order to examine solution quality from a different perspective, the energy sources used in the designs were tabulated. The energy sources chosen in the final design solutions can be an indicator of how well the solution fits the problem presented ͑i.e., a location with limited natural resources, limited funds to pay for the device and the energy to power it, or limited skilled labor to manufacture and assemble the device͒ and, thus, perhaps how well the team members understood the constraints of the design problem before them. For this tabulation, the problem was functionally divided into two separate parts: one, removing the shell; and two, separating the shell from the nut. This metric was first used by Linsey et al. to examine fixation effects of a poor example solution ͓31͔.
Figures 10 and 11 show these results for part one and part two, respectively. Inter-rater agreement was calculated by double coding 25% of the designs, which was performed by two mechanical engineering doctoral students with experience in design. The percentage of agreement about whether a particular energy source was present or not was calculated for each of the designs, and the average was taken. An inter-rater agreement of 83.3% was achieved, a level that allows the judgments to be accepted as unbiased and legitimate.
The control and good example condition final design solutions used entirely sustainable energy sources, while the poor example condition final design solutions used a variety of different energy sources, including many that are not sustainable, such as the gas engine used in the poor example given to those teams. Clearly, sustainable energy solutions are preferred in Haiti and West African countries.
A key difference between the good example solution and the poor example solution was that the good example did not include a sorting functionality, actually making the good example solution not better in all respects than the poor example solution. This perhaps complicates the quality evaluation, which includes the sorting functionality as one of the attributes on which the designs are judged. The good example condition may have a lower average quality rating than it otherwise would, due to the influence of the good example on the representation and boundaries of the design problem, which could have indicated to participants that a sorting functionality is outside the scope of the design problem since it was not included in the example. Therefore, the quality was analyzed again, eliminating the sorting functionality from the evaluation. Based on the LSD post hoc comparisons of a one-way ANOVA ͑F = 7.951, p Ͻ 0.003͒, the trends remained the same, but the statistical significance level increased for the difference between the good example condition ͑M = −0.857͒ and the control ͑M = −3.75͒ with a new p value of 0.023; between the good ex- ample condition and the poor example condition ͑M = −5.5͒ with a new p value less than 0.001; and between the poor example condition and the control with a new yet still insignificant p value of 0.138. In sum, the analysis yields the same results, with amplified levels of statistical significance when the sorting functionality attribute is omitted from the quality evaluation. In addition, the sorting functionality issue raises the question of mimicry-in that, the poor example condition might have produced poor quality solutions due to mimicry of the poor qualities of the poor example, and the good example condition might have produced good quality solutions due to mimicry of the good qualities of the good example. Therefore, features and characteristics of the good example and the poor example were tabulated and examined to determine whether they were included in the final designs. The features and characteristics of the good example that were examined for mimicry included hand crank, rotating cone shape, rotational motion about a stationary axis, human powered, cast cement, and vertical axis of rotation. Those of the poor example were hopper, conveyor, collection bin, press, reciprocating motion, gas powered, and grate/sieve. Figure 12 shows the tabulation of the average number of features from the good example and poor example that were included in the final design in each condition. Inter-rater agreement was calculated by double coding 25% of the designs, again performed by two mechanical engineering doctoral students with experience in design. The percentage of agreement about whether a particular feature was present or not was calculated for each of the designs, and the average was taken. The inter-rater agreement was 85.7% for inclusion of features from the poor example and 83.3% for inclusion of features from the good example, allowing the ratings to be deemed as unbiased and acceptable. The control condition was evaluated to give a baseline reference for the frequency with which the features or characteristics would be included anyway, without exposure to any example solutions. The good example shows no apparent difference across conditions in terms of number of features included, which implies that the teams in the good example condition were not mimicking the good example features and achieving high quality through that means. These results were confirmed with LSD post hoc comparisons of a one-way ANOVA ͑F = 0.22, p = 0.978͒, with no significant difference when comparing the control condition to each of the other two conditions for the average number of features included from the good example. The poor example had a more significant effect. The LSD post hoc comparisons of a one-way ANOVA ͑F = 4.637, p = 0.22͒ indicated that the poor example condition ͑M = 3.75͒ led to marginally significantly higher average inclusion of features than the control condition ͑M = 2.5, p = 0.056͒. The good example condition and the control condition did not have significantly different average inclusions of features from the poor example.
As stated previously, the full belly sheller, used as the good example, did not include a collection bin or method of separating or sorting the nut from the broken shell, making it a "good" solution, but one with flaws and room for improvement. With this particular shortcoming in mind, along with other defining characteristics found in both the good and poor example solutions, the final designs were additionally examined to see if they included sorting functionality or a collection bin. Two mechanical engineering doctoral students with experience in design evaluated the designs and achieved 85.7% agreement on a sample of 25% of the final designs. An analysis of components and attributes of the designs highlighted three key features: the energy source tabulations ͑as presented above͒, the inclusion or exclusion of a collection bin, and the inclusion or exclusion of a sorting method. All eight ͑100%͒ of the final designs produced by each of the control and poor example conditions' groups included a collection bin, while only one out of the total of seven ͑14.2%͒ final designs produced by the good example condition groups included a collection bin. In addition, six out of eight ͑75%͒ of the final designs produced by the groups in each of the control and poor example conditions included a grate or sieve component to achieve the sorting functionality. Only three out of seven ͑42.8%͒ of the good example condition final designs included a grate or sieve component for sorting.
Discussion
The results demonstrate that the introduction of a poor example solution to the given design problem prior to solving correlated with a decrease in design team convergence and had a negative effect on solution quality. The groups who were given the poor example converged as a team significantly less than those who were not given any example and those who were given a good example solution. The good example condition did not produce significantly different levels of convergence over time from the control condition, but did correlate with significantly higher quality final design solutions when compared with the control condition. In general, these results indicate that introducing a poor example has a strong suppressive effect on the convergence of groups ͑to one another and to their collective final design͒ during design problem solving and on final design solution quality. The introduction of the good example did not produce opposite results in levels of semantic convergence, but produced results on par with those of groups who received no example solution, although it did produce an increase in design quality. These results raise several important questions. First, why does a poor example have a different effect on the level of convergence than a good example?
One possible explanation is that the poor example solution caused some individuals to fixate on parts of the solution, inhibiting them from broadly searching the design space. In addition, in the case of the poor example, some team members may have realized that the example was feasible but was not consistent with the requirements and priorities outlined in the problem statement. Less convergence can be thought of as more disagreement within a group. With some group members rejecting the poor example while potentially fixating on the feasible components of it and others potentially not realizing it is a poor example altogether, the resulting level of semantic convergence of the team would be lower. The groups given the poor example immediately became more dissimilar ͑as compared with the groups given no example͒ to the given design problem text, as represented by the lower average level of semantic convergence of the design problem text to the first writing session texts. This was a relative decrease in convergence when compared with the control and good example groups, which they did not recover from over time. Though the prompt requested an account of the participants' current best solution or solution approach, the design choices made ͑i.e., the materials chosen, the appropriateness of the solution for the location and resources available, the manufacturing methods inherently necessary to fabricate the components, the general regard for Transactions of the ASME the listed constraints, etc.͒ are indicative of the participants' representation of the design problem, constraints, and customer needs as exhibited by the characteristics and features of their design and how the words they used to describe these attributes align with the problem description, as determined by the LSA space. These results indicate that the poor example caused groups to have a representation of the design problem that was different than that of groups that were given no example, and further from the representation of the design problem that was initially given to all of the groups. This could indicate that giving a poor example prior to solving ͑but after an open goal is established͒ causes groups to have a negatively influenced or biased view of the design problem they are solving.
Other questions that these results raise is: Why does the poor example lead to final design solutions that are only of marginally worse quality than the control condition, which saw no example solution, and why does the good example lead to significantly better final design solutions than the control condition?
The solutions that were generated by the groups given the poor example and groups given no example solution were significantly worse than those produced by the groups given the good example, in that they were judged as generally less feasible, more expensive, used nonsustainable energy sources, and are harder to manufacture, less portable, and consumed more energy. Part of this result could be explained by fixation or partial fixation on aspects of the examples. Note that the full belly sheller was used as both the good example solution and the datum solution for comparison in the Pugh chart since the full belly sheller is the current best solution that exists in practice. The potential for confusion arises when the solutions produced in the good example condition are judged as high quality. It is difficult to know whether this success is the result of mimicry of, or fixation on, the given good example or the result of the ability of a good example to allow a more inspired search of the design space. To clarify this confusion, the analysis of inclusion of features from the example solutions was performed ͑see Fig. 9͒ , which showed that the good example condition did not include any more features from the good example than the other conditions did. This indicates that the subjects in the good example condition were unlikely to have been fixated on the features of the good example solution. However, it is interesting that the poor example condition groups did include significantly more features in solutions than the control or good example condition groups, indicating that perhaps the subjects in the poor example condition did indeed fixate on the poor example solution. These results point to a difference in the effects of a good example solution compared with a poor example solution; that is, poor example solutions may cause more fixation than good example solutions. This potential finding is open to future investigation. The good example condition did correlate with significantly improved quality of the solutions generated and resulted in an overall positive effect on the design teams.
Another way to look at the fixation that may have occurred is by casting it as an artifact of the level of understanding of the design problem, its scope, constraints, and guidelines. It is interesting to note that the groups in the good example condition did not, for the most part, include a collection or sorting functionality, perhaps because the example they were given did not specifically address these functions. The control condition groups, however, did include collection and sorting functions in the final designs though they did not see any example problem encouraging or negating the necessity of these functionalities in a complete solution, nor did the problem statement or customer requirements specifically mention the need for sorting or collection. The poor example condition, similar to the control condition, caused groups to include these functions, perhaps because they were addressed in the poor example given to the groups in that condition. This effect could be judged as a form of fixation on the particular representation of the design problem. The fixation could have been caused by a misrepresentation of the problem and appropriate solutions to it. For the poor example condition groups, the misrepresentation manifested as unrealistic cost/manufacturing/sustainability/ resources. For the good example condition groups, the misrepresentation manifested through not addressing the full functionality necessary for the design to be applicable to the real world need. In this regard, the control condition groups achieved the best middle ground in that they created solutions with sustainable energy sources and addressed the unarticulated but necessary function of sorting and collection by including collection bins and sorting mechanisms in most of the designs. It is important to note that this type of fixation, combined with the fact that inclusion of sorting functionality was one of the attributes on which the designs were evaluated, could have led to artificial inflation of the quality level of the poor example condition. The secondary quality analysis, discussed in the final design quality assessment section, which did not include the sorting functionality among the quality evaluation attributes, affirmed the results with increased levels of statistical significance across the board.
Perhaps the largest question that remains to be answered given these results is: Is convergence good or bad for final design solution quality, and how does that relate to example solution quality?
The literature ͓32,33͔ claims that divergence is good in the early stages of ideation. That may be so, but we hypothesize this to be that case when the team has a common understanding of the design problem they are solving. In that case, the design team's understanding of the problem should be converged, even though their choice of best solution may not be. The initial assessment of the poor example influence shows that the team's understanding of the problem is not converged initially, as compared with the good example or control conditions. As stated previously, this might be because some of the members anticipate that nonsustainable energy solutions are viable, while others do not, or because the nonsustainable energy solutions confuse them because they do not fit with the objectives of the design problem at hand.
Perhaps a variety of perspectives ͑divergence͒ is good early in ideation, allowing for a broad search of the design space and challenging discussion among the team members, and later, a variety of perspectives is less desired as they begin to hone in on a final design. However, as just discussed, there is a distinction between the divergence of understanding of the design problem at hand and the divergence of the choice of the best solution approach. The question of when and at what level convergence is beneficial or detrimental to solution quality remains open; what we have shown is that it is possible to track the development of convergence fairly densely in time ͑what has been termed "microgenetic study" in other contexts ͓34͔͒ in order to not only follow its development, but also to track the influence of environmental inputs on convergence and investigate its relation to design quality.
There are other outcomes from this work, as well. This work and other research ͓8-10,31͔ has clearly demonstrated that exposure to examples or hints once an open goal is established can influence solution outcome. However, this work further demonstrates that good examples can have positive correlation with solution quality. Most importantly, these results contribute to an initial exploration of the impact and power of group convergence and the larger issue of group thinking during the design process.
An additional important outcome of this study is corroboration that LSA can be effective in tracking convergence with much smaller numbers of documents and text and spanning much shorter time periods than previous work has used. This opens up the potential to use the technique in laboratory settings to investigate the detailed evolution of aspects of design thinking or ideation, as was done in this study.
The fact that the participants were novice designers may have had an effect on the results. It is common in mechanical engineering undergraduate education programs for example solutions to be offered to students, and these example solutions serve to teach students how to solve problems properly. In other words, more often than not, the participants' experience with example solutions has most likely been one in which they could trust the solution to be high quality and appropriate to emulate. This may have led to more mimicry of the poor example than might have happened with expert designers, who are trained to challenge and critique example solutions or similar types of materials. Similarly with the good example solution, the participants excluded sorting functionality from their designs, perhaps because it was not included in the scope of the example. This is a potential direction for the extension of this work.
Another factor to consider in analyzing the design solution quality results is the solving time. The groups were given three 10 min collaborative solving sessions, after which they were directed to submit one final design solution as a group. It is possible that the teams that were exposed to the poor example could eventually catch up in the level of convergence to the other two conditions if the solving time was extended significantly. However, implications can be broached and potentially extrapolated to longer-term problem solving with regard to how the beginning of the ideation process is affected by the introduction of examples of varying quality. The results indicate that seeing a poor example solution to the design problem before starting to solve it is correlated with less initial agreement within the team regarding the best solution approach and poorer quality solutions; that a good example could be beneficial to the quality of solutions generated, though it does not necessarily correlate with the level of agreement within the team; and that this difference persists at least over the time period investigated. Further research is needed to understand how convergence might develop over a longer solving time and whether this might also affect solution quality.
Additional future research on team convergence might include examining how group members influence each other's representations ͑and, more specifically, how the group members experience, recognize, and work to break fixation together͒, the effect of introducing an example solution at a different time in the group solving process ͑e.g., once fixation in problem solving has occurred͒, the effect of extending the solving time by adding more sessions and/or increasing the length of the sessions, or the effect of exposure to multiple examples compared with just one.
Conclusions
Engineering designers are greatly affected by the information they are given at the outset of collaboratively solving a design problem. The most important implication of the study is that the introduction of any type of example solution just prior to collaborative solving does not increase team convergence ͑in the case of the introduction of the good example͒,and if anything, decreases convergence ͑in the case of the introduction of the poor example͒. However, the introduction of a good example solution may lead to higher quality design output. There is evidence in the literature that, generally, providing example solutions may lead groups to fixate on the representation of the design problem as framed by the example solution, causing them to include/exclude certain features or functionality in their final design that are not in line with the constraints or context of the problem simply because they were included/excluded from the example solution itself. However, it was shown in this work that exposure to a good example solution did not lead to significant mimicry of features from the example, while exposure to the poor example did lead to significantly higher inclusion of features from the example. In general, we found that convergence and its timing are significant aspects of group design, and that initial events ͑here, exposure to a good or poor example͒ can be correlated with team convergence and can, perhaps independently, be correlated with the quality of the final design solution produced by the group. This work begins to explore the influence of group convergence in the design process and, in particular, the influence of examples of different qualities on these properties and outcome quality. It raises many rich questions regarding these issues, though further studies are necessary to fully answer these questions and determine the possible implications of this work for design practice.
This research also shows that LSA is a powerful tool that is sensitive enough to detect variations in levels of semantic convergence over short periods of time and with limited information, making it more feasible to study the design process in a detailed fashion as it operates in a laboratory setting.
